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SIEGEL, UONALD S.. The Nature and signi ficanoe of the 
Response Latency Associated v.'ith the Amendmenr, of Movements 
oi' varying Coniylexi ty . (1V7>) Directed by: Di". pearl 
Berlin. pp. 121'. 

This investigation examined variation in the reaction 

time (KT0) to the second of two closely paired stimuli when 

responses were ordered according to relative aegree of 

wovewent complexity. The sequences included: (a) execut

ing a simple response following a simple response, (b) cx-

ecmting a complex r<.: sponse i  oil owing a simple response, 

(c) execu ting a simple response following ti complex response 

and (d) executing a complex response following a complex 

response. The interstiiuuius intervals were also varied 

over selected periods of 100, 200, '*00, and bOO billisec

onds for the purpose of requiring subjects to amend thei x 

initial responses a differing points of lap 1 o n«n n tfi t i on . 

An additional question investigated was whether a relation

ship existed between reaction time measured in p single 

task situation and IiT0. Measures of reaction time on 

single sua sequential response tasks were generated from 

2'i i female, ri gt> t-handed volunteers from the University of 

North Carolina i. Greensboro. Subjects were required to 

atteno sessions on five different days. 

During Days A ana 2, each subject was administered 

50 simple, ami complex response reaction time trials 

with each hand. The simple response consisted of lifting 

an index finger from a reaction time key. T»e complex 



response requires a series of linear move merits and rever

sals. Both were initiated by the sound of u stimulus 

buzzer and perforrject as quickly as possible. on Days 

3 to ?? each subject was asked to perform four different 

blocks of trials having differing sequences of response 

complexity utilizing the tasks practiced on the first two 

•Jays . 

Data for Days 1 and 2 consisted of Ciean reaction 

tiwes for each subject, on each day. for each task. Data 

for Days j to 5 were similarly composed of means for each 

subject, on each 'lay, for the initial and successive re

sponses in each of the four different tasks„ An analysis 

of the data revealed that the sequence of response cow« 

plexity was the most important determiner of UT9. P 

hoc tests among means across all oondi r,ion.s showed that 

HI'g was signif i cantly longer when the complex response was 

first in the sequence. Analogously, it reflected the 

complexity level of the second response, but to a lesser 

uegreo. Fifty-seven percent of the variance in li'fo was a* 

lound to be attributable to this factor. Manipulating the 

in ters lunulas interval accounted for only tv:o percent of 

the va rintion in UTp - Post-hoc tests revealed that. LT,, 

was elongated only at the .100 milliseconds i :i te vval, 

Finally, classifying subjects into fast and slow groups on 

the bar..is of single reaction time measures accounted for 

f ive percent of tin* variation in HT0, Each group was found 



to remain intact across all experimental conditions, thus 

indicating generality of reaction time speed in the single 

and sequential tasks used in tiiis experiment. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the theoretical import of an individual's 

ability to make corrective movements in various types ol" 

responses was recognized as early as Voodworth's classic-

study in 1899, much still regains unknown concerning this 

phenomenon. For the most part, skill theoreticians have 

acknowledged the need to utilize various types of stimuli 

to guide ongoing responses to their intended conclusions, 

but they have paid little attention to studying the pro

cesses involved when a performer amends one response in 

favor of another one which has an entirely different goal. 

In both cases, stimuli are processed by various receptors 

and transmitted via afferent nerve tracts to coriLrol cen

ters in the brain where decisions are made to ei thsr main

tain or modify the movement as planned. When corrective 

action is indicated, and the goal of the response is main

tained, changes may be made in the executive motor program, 

or in the inclusion and ordering of subsequent subroutines. 

However, when the decision calls for a change in goal, 

different underlying processes v/ould seem to be required. 

Current movement must be curt-oiled, a new executive program 



with different accompanying subroutines organized, and a 

new response initiated. 

Iienry1s (i960) "memory drum" theory for neuromotor 

reactions predicts that program changes for a short and 

uncomplicated response requires a shorter latency than 

the alteration of a more complicated one. This is antic

ipated because theory posits that less stored information 

from the motor memory would have to be withdrawn, and 

fewer subcenters anu channels in the nervous system mod

ified, Although not specifically deduced by Iienry, logic 

ally it would seem to follow that when another response i 

called for by the same stimulus signaling the amendment 

of an immediately previous one, the simple reaction time 

associateu with the initiation of the second movement 

would be a function of the complexity of each neuromotor 

program. 

Statement of the Problem 

Purpose 

This study analyzed variations in simple reaction 

time (ll'i'g) a stimulus signaling subjects to amend one 

response and .immeoiately begin the implementation of 

another one. In addition, the complexity level for each 

of the successive responses was systematically ordered so 

as to test the deduction that a longer latency is 



associated with the aiuendiuent ol a more complex motor pro

gram. The contribution made by each response to RT^ was 

also examined. 

The interstimulus interval (lSI), i.e., the period 

between the l'irst stimulus (S^) signaling the initial re

sponse, and the second stimulus (Sg) signaling curtailment 

of the first response ana commencement of tiie second one," 

was also varied over intervals of 100, 200, 400, and 800 

milliseconds. The literature consistently supports the 

notion that UTg lengthens progressively as the IS1 shortens 

under about 300 milliseconds. This increase in HT0 lias 

been attributed to what has become known as the "psycho

logical refractory period" (PRP) . By varying both the 

sequence of response complexity (SRC) and 1SI, this study 

also examined the unique interaction between these factors. 

Finally, the relationship between reaction time 

measures taken in a single task situation and RTg was 

studied. Ail earlier investigation (Kroll, 1909) demon

strated that subjects who differed initially on simple re

action time anu subsequently on initial paired reaction 

time (RT|), in a task requiring simple key lifting responses 

to successive signal stimuli, did not show differences in 

the absolute magnitude or pattern of response latencies 

to the second stimulus. This result suggested that the 



ability to execute responses consecutively when the ISI is 

short iuay be a unique skill factor. The present investi

gation partially replicated and also extended Kroll's study 

by analyzing differences between relatively fast and slow 

responaers in a single reaction time situation ana their 

HT2
S in a sequential task in which SUC and 1S1 were varied. 

Hypotheses • 

From past research it was deduced that the reaction 

time to a stimulus signaling the amendment, of one motor 

plan anu the initiation of another one is directly related 

to the complexity of each. Secondly, it was deduced that 

when the ISI is 3^0 milliseconds or less, the reaction 

time to the second stimulus should be inversely related 

to the length of the ISI. Finally, it was deduced that r».o 

relationship should exist between an individual's reaction 

time in a single response situation anu his response 

latency to the second oi two closely paired stimuli signal

ing different responses. These deductions gave rise to 

the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1 . The reaction time to a stimulus sig

naling the amendment oi a complex motor plan and the ini

tiation oi a simple one is longer than the reaction time 

to a stimulus signaling the amendment of a simple motor 

plan and the initiation of a simple one. 



Hypothesis 2. The reaction time to a stimulus signal

ing the amendment of a simple motor plan and the initiation 

el' a complex one is longer than the reaction time to a 

stimulus signaling the amendment of a simple motor plan and 

the initiation of a simple one. 

Hypothesis 3. The reaction time to a stimulus signal

ing the amendment of one motor plan and the initiation of 

another one increases as the ISI decreases from 400 milli

seconds to 200 uiilliweconds, and from 200 milliseconds to 

100 milliseconds. 

Hypothesis k. No difference exists in reaction time 

to a stimulus signaling amendment of one response and the 

initiation of another one between those individuals grouped 

as fast ana slow responders in a single, simple reaction 

tiiue task situation. 

Definition of Terms 

Amendment of response. Any correction made in an 

ongoing response, based on intrinsic or extrinsic feedback, 

intended to either increase the precision of or entirely 

alter the orginally planned movement. • 

Ijallistic response. Response which is executed as a 

whole and cannot be influenced by information feedback. 

Complex response, Response which requires a compre

hensive motor program involving several muscle groups and 



several specific areas of neuromotor coordination (Henry, 

I960). For this study, a complex response was operation

ally defined as performing a task requiring a series of 

linear movements with reversals. This response was similar 

to the one used by Henry (i960). 

Executive program. A plan conceived to control the 

selection and ordering of a sequence of oj)erations. 

intermittency in skill. Discrete intervals at which 

time corrections can be made in an ongoing response. 

Interstimulus interval (ISI). Time period between the 

onset of one stimulus and the onset of a subsequent one. 

Motor program. A plan that can control the selection 

and ordering of a sequence of operations. 

psychological refractory period. The additional delay 

observed in the reaction time to the second of two suc

cessive signals when the interval separating stimuli is be

tween 50 and 300 milliseconds. 

Reaction time» The period between the initiation of 

a stimulus and the initiation of a response. 

Sequence of response complexity (SRC). The ordering 

of successive responses by the spatial and temporal demands 

required by each one. 

Simple response. Response in which neuromotor coor

dination centers and pathways are chiefly cerebellar or 



subcortical without or with minimal cortical involvement 

(Henry, I960). For this study, a simple response was 

operationally defined as lilting a linger from a reaction 

key at the sound of a simple auditory stimulus. 

Skilled response. Complex, intentional action involv

ing a whole chain of sensory, central and motor mechanisms 

which, through the process of learning, have come to be 

organized and coordinated in such a way as to achieve pre

determined objectives with maximum certainty (whiting, 1972). 

Subroutines. A unitary operation that may be select

ed and used by an executive program to achieve a specific 

purpose. 

Basic Assumptions 

This investigation made the following assumptions: 

1. The subjects responded to the stimuli, in all con

ditions, and on every trial, as quickly as possible. 

2. None of the subjects used in this study ever per

formed the complex task prior to their initial experimental 

session. 

3. Simple reaction time reflected the time taken to 

process stimuli and organize the implementation of a re

sponse. 

Scope of the Study 

This study investigated the effects of SKC and 1SI 

on RT2- Adoitionally, the relationship between an 



individual's reaction time in a single response situation 

and his reaction time to the second oi' two closely paired 

stimuli signaling different responses was examined. 

The boundaries of this inquiry were established, in 

part, by 2k t right-handed, female students, from the popu

lation in attendance at the University of North Carolina at 

Greensboro during the fall semester of 1974? who served as 

subjects. 

The variables in this study consisted of the sequence 

ana complexity oi successive responses, and the interval 

between stimuli signaling the initiation of each reaction. 

The selected sequences and levels of complexity of successive 

responses were: (a) executing a complex response following 

a complex response (CC) , (b) executing a simple response 

following a complex response (CS), (c) executing a complex 

response following a simple response (SC) , and (d) executing 

a simple response following a simple response (SS) . The 

intervals between stimuli were 100, 200, 400, and 800 milli

seconds . 

For the purpose of examining the relationship between 

simple reaction time in a simple task situation and the 

reaction time to the second of two successive responses, the 

2k subjects were grouped on the basis oi their reaction 

times on the simple and complex tasks performed alone. This 

provided for two levels of reaction time speed, one oi which 

was relatively fast in relation to the other. 



Significance of the Study 

Many motor skills require a performer to adapt quickly 

to a changing environment. Usually, this entails amending 

planned or initiated movements in l'avor of others having 

different purposes. In sport, the instances of a successful 

feint in basketbe 11 or a baseball pitcher throwing a 

"change-up" are examples in which individuals intentionally 

confuse their opponents, requiring them to amend responses 

with minimal delay. The skill of driving an automobile 

also entails the operator reacting to closely ordered stim

uli signaling very different responses. Oftentimes the 

delay in initiating successive adaptive, movements way prove 

fatal! 

Experimental studies have confirmed the finding that 

a confusing uisplay frequently causes performers to select 

and process inappropriate environmental cues that ultimately 

lead to incorrect responses within the immediate situation. 

Amendment of these responses ana implementation of correct 

ones must then be made. However, when the stimuli signal

ing each are closely paired temporally, the reaction time 

to the second is found to be inversely related to the ISI > 

and thus the probability of failure to implement the cor

rective action in time, to avert erring, is increased. 

This investigation, in addition to the factor of ISI, 

examined the effect o.f the sequence of complexity of two 
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successive responses on KTg* Likewise, the interaction be

tween isi and SUC was analyzed. The relationship between 

an individual's simple reaction time in a single situation, 

initial paired reaction time (RTj_), and HTg was also con

sidered across all conditions of SKC and ISI. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The idea that response latency vaiies with the length 

of internal processing time is not novel. In fact, Wood-

worth and Schlosberg (1954) interpreted the measure of re

action time as an index of the complexity of planning future 

actions. They believed that as internal processes became 

more complicated, reaction time became longer. 

Subsequently, evidence has accumulated in support of 

their contention. Simple reaction time has been fraction

ated (Weiss, 1965; Botwinick and Thompson, 19bb; Schmidt 

and Stu.ll, 1970; Wyrici: and Duncan, 1974) into premotor and 

motor components. The literature indicates that tii3 pre-

motor component varies directly with, and accounts for over 

50*o of the variation observed in total reaction time, while 

the motor component regains relatively constant over dif

ferent response conuitions. Assuming that the duration of 

aflsrent and efferent neural transmission is similar, 

central processing may be attributed as the locus of vari

ability in delay. Thus, manipulation of the characteristics 

of a response which a subject is required to execute, logic

ally, should be reflected in the subsequent simple reaction 

time, siuce this measure indicates the amount of processing 

necessary to organize impending &otor behavior. 
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Kelatlonshlp Between nesponse yualitiea 

and simple lteactlon Time 

Findings supporting the contortion that the qualities 

of a response are related to simple reaction time have been 

in evidence for quite some time. Freeman (1907)» i'or ex

ample, found that when a subject was required to react to 

a signaling stimulus by making geometric figures, the sim

ple reaction time in initiating these responses varied with 

the increasing complexity of the representations. The 

tracing of a pentagon yielded a longer latenoy than that of 

a circle, and a circle a longer reaction time than thut of 

a straight line. 

Subsequently, pacaud (19^2) partially replicated 

Freeman's findings, lie observed that when a movement re

sembling a circular path was required to be performed by 

a subject following a stimulus, the reaotion time was 

longer than when only the response key had to be released. 

In a more comprehensive study, searle and Taylor (19^8) 

examined the relationship between reaotion and movement 

time in a target tracing task. They required subjects to 

follow a moving line through a narrow slit with a pencil. 

Searle and Taylor reported that when subjects had to shift 

their- pencils ninety degrees in order to stay on target, 

reaction time averaged 257 milliseconds, which was well 



above simple reaction time values lor any modality. An 

additional finding of importance was that movement time 

was generally shorter than reaction time. This suggested 

that intermittency"existed in the stimulus-response loop, 

since each movement was brought to a halt bel'ore the visual 

signals of diminishing error had time to effect stopping. 

The authors interpreted this to mean that certain "open-

loop" phases oi control were evident during successive 

corrections, although within the framework of a larger 

"closed-loop" system. Thus, the reaction time period was 

thought to deal with the perception of error and the organ

ization of an integrated temporal pattern of nerve impulses 

which were triggered as a whole unit. In addition, Searle 

and Taylor suggested that it seemed unlikely that the plan

ned neural pattern could be altered, during its channeling, 

in response to new stimuli. Hence, it was concluded that a 

subject does not start out toward a target and stop when 

the target becomes close, but instead programs an integrated 

motor pattern which approximately readies the target. On 

approaching the goal, a better prediction ol' error between 

the initial movement and end point is made, and another 

movement intended to decrease the anticipated discrepancy is 

planned and initiated. 

This analysis of the internal processes involved in 

ballistic movements supported ti.e findings of an earlier 
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investigation which was conducted by Woodworth (1699). 

lie perforated a similar study in which tracings of various 

movements were recorded on a rapidly rotating kymograph. 

From his data, Woodworth suggested that the first impulse 

of the movements studied contained, in some way, the 

beginning of the entire movement. Thus, it was concluded 

that movements performed with such rapidity entailed the 

programming of spatially and temporally coded nerve impulses 

which controlled not only activation of the responses, but 

cessation as well. 

In another study intended to investigate the parameters 

of movement length and direction on reaction and movement 

time, Drown and Slater-Hammel (19^9) observed that reaction 

time was increased when a subject had to make more than a 

single finger lifting movement from a reaction key. They 

reported response latencies for the various distances 

moved, upon responding, at approximately .25 seconds. 

This was comparable to the times found by soarle and 

Taylor (X9k8) and appreciably longer than the accepted 

standard of simple auditory or visual reaction times which 

have been found to be %kO and 180 milliseconds respective

ly (Woodworth and schlosberg, 195'*). However, Drown and 

Slater-Hammel found no relationship between variations 

in the length or direction of the movements used and 

simple reaction time. 



In a later study, Fitts and Peterson (ly64) examined 

the effects of varying response amplitude and terminal 

accuracy on reaction and movement time. Although reaction 

time in all tasks approximated 300 milliseconds, which is 

appreciably greater than simple reaction time to light, no 

difference in response latency was found across conditions. 

These findings corroborated those of Searle and Taylor (1948), 

and Brown and Slater-Hamwel (1949), but were not in full 

agreement with those of Freeman (1907) and Pacaud (1942) 

in that reaction time did not vary even though the move

ments did. 

Henry (iy&0) analyzed earlier investigations related 

to the effect of response complexity oti reaction time. 

He concluded that studies such as the one conducted by 

Brown and Slater-IIamiuel (1949) manipulated only length 

and direction of movements, not complexity. Henry pre

dicted what Freeman (1907) and pacaud (1942) had already 

observed, i.e., response latency increases as movements 

become more complex. Using three different responses, 

one wnich required simply releasing a reaction time key, 

one which demanded moving a hand from a reaction ti.'ue key 

and grasping a tennis ball 30 centimeters away, and one 

which was siiuilar to the previous one, with the exception 

that wore linear movements and reversals were necessary, 
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Henry found statistically significant increases in simple 

reaction time as the tasks became more complex. 

These findings led to Henry's "memory drum" theory for 

neuromotor reactions. This hypothesis stated that acts of 

ballistic skill require the calling forth of stored programs 

front a neuromotor "memory drum" located in tiie brain. Once 

initiated, these programs were hypothesized to guide the rer 

leased outburst of efferent neural impulses through the 
I 

proper nervcus centers, subcenters, and nerve tracts so 

as to produce the appropriate movements. Thus, the ob

served increased latency for more complicated movements 

simply reflected the additional time required to call forth 

from the "memory drum" and implement a more comprehensive 

program. 

Henry's data were consistent with those of Freeman and 

pacaud. In addition, the explanation offered for the phen

omenon led to a number of testable deductions. The present 

study was based cn Henry's model, and predicted that when 

a stimulus occurred which signaled a subject to amend one 

response and immediately begin the execution of another 

one, the reaction time of the second movement (HTg) would 

reflect the degree of complexity involved in both responses. 

This seemed logical since preparation for the second res

ponse would additionally include the time required to 



amend the first motor program. For example, in thei case of 

a complex initial program, more subcenters and neural chan

nels would have to be arrested, and thus the reaction 

time for a subsequent movement would be delayed beyond the 

time it would take to amend a simpler preceding response. 

More recently, Glencross (1972; 1973) reported the 

relationship between various kinds ol' responses and their 

associated reaction times. He concluded l'roni his first 

investigation (1972) that reaction time was not signifi

cantly influenced by whether a movement was short or long, 

or continuing or reversing. On the other hand, responses 
\ 

performed in more than one plane, including halts, took 

significantly longer to initiate than simpler finger and 

hand movements. Subsequently, Glencross (1973) found that 

performing similar movements against variable forces had 

no effect on reaction time. However, in contrast to his 

previous report (1972), he found that reaction time was 

longer for extended movements, provided that terminal accu

racy was required. Again, having to reverse a movement 

performed in one plane had no significant effect on reaction 

time. An additional finding was that when bilateral move

ments were compared to unilateral ones, reaction time was 

longer. Glencross1 overall conclusion was that reaction 

time is more influenced by variations in the spatial and 
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temporal organization of a movement than it is by the 

number of motor units that it requires. 

In summary, it would seem that Jesuits from experiments 

that have been interpreted to demonstx-ate either a rela

tionship or the lack of one between reaction time and move

ment complexity have been inconsistent, in their findings. 

It would seem that complexity may be conceptualized in terms 

of either amount of movement, i.e., length and force, or 

the degree of spatial and temporal organization required. 

In the present study, the complex response was greater on 

both of these parameters than the simple one, and thus the 

contention that a sequence of response complexity did in 

fact exist seemed reasonable. 

Sequential Responses and Iteaction Time 

Since Henry's (I960) "memory drum" theory applied 

only to ballistic movements (Norrie, 197^) » tiie signal to 

amend a response (Sg) had to occur within approximately 

300 milliseconds from the occurrence of the initial signal 

(S^) indicating the subject to begin the first response. 

When two stimuli requiring different actions by a subject 

transpire within a temporal interval of approximately this 

magnitude, an increased reaction time to the second move

ment has been observed, llence, this present study not. only 

was designed to account for the effect of the sequence of 
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response complexity (site) on but also that of variation 

in the interstimulus interval (1S1). 

In essence, the nature and locus of limitations in 

man's perceptual-motor systems were at issue in the present 

study. It has become widely accepted that man behaves as 

an intermittent correction servo in the performance of both 

continuous and discrete motor tasks. In relation to the 

delays observed in ongoing performance, which appear to 

signify intermittency, Craik (19^8) stated: 

We must . . . ask ourselves whether this delay is 
more likely to consist of transmission time of nerve 
impulses continuously traveling down an immensely long 
chain of nerve fibers and synapses connecting aonaory 
and motor nerves, or of a "condensed" time lag ocouring 
in one part of the chain. If the first hypothesis were 
correct, there would seem to be no reason why a contin- -
uous stream of incoming impulses should not evoke a 
continuous stream of motor ones. ... 11, on the other 
hand, the time lag is caused by the building up of some 
single "computing" process which then discharges down 
the motor nerves, we might expect thut new sensory 
impulses entering the brain while this central computing 
process was going on would either disturb or be hindered 
from disturbing it by some "switch" system. (p. 1^7) 

Craik later suggested that his ideas could be tested, to some 

extent, by recording human responses to a series of discrete 

stimuli presented at various time intervals. lie proposed 

that if a minimum interval was found in which stimuli 

could not be responded to, this would be evidenoe for a 

limited central processing mechanism. 

Over the past half century, a relatively large number 

of investigations have been performed in which the ISI has 
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been manipulated for the purpose of determining the nature 

and extent of central limitations in executing responses 

when called forth in a last, consecutive manner. Telford's 

(1931) study has been recognized as the first investigation 

designed to examine these theorized central processes. He 

generalized from physiological evidence that a refractory 

phase appeared to be a universal , post-stimulation phenom

enon of sensitive tissue. Using a simple response, reaction 

time task, Telford found that when RT2 calculated for 

ISls of .5 to 4 seconds, the .5 second ISI resulted in the 

longest HTg latencies. Results from his study led to the 

conclusion that the inflated RT^ was indicative of a central 

refractory period, comparable to the refractory period 

found in neurons, but of a longer duration. Subsequently, 

this increased latency has become popularized as the 

"psychological refractory period." As in the case of 

simple reaction time hov/ever, speculation as to its central 

locus has been rife, but 110 theory has yet adequately 

accounted for the diversity of factual knowledge currently 

available pertaining to variables which are presumed to 

influence its magnitude. 

Adams (Itybk) summarized that the British have attempted 

to explore man as a eouujuni cations and computer model with 

a number of input channels, a shorx- and long-term memory, 

a limited decision mechanism, and effector aj>paratus to 



which the decision processor issues orders. Based on evi

dence of an increased latency in RT2, from step-tracking and 

sequential key lifting or pressing experiments, skill 

theoreticians such as Craik (19^7; 19^*8), Davis (1956; 

1957; 1959; 1902; 1965), and we 1 l'ord (1952; 1959; 1967) 

have accepted the concept of intermitteiicy in skill, with 

the one-channel decision mechanism as its cause. As explain

ed, only one stimulus event at a time may occupy the pro

cessor. Subsequent stimuli which follow toe soon after 

earlier ones were theorized to be delayed in some sort of 

buffer system within the brain until the previous response 

decisions had been completed and the mechanism cleared. 

Data generated by Vince (19^7), Poulton (1950), Elithorn 

and Lawrence (1955), Slater-Hammel (1953), Kay and Weiss 

(1961), Creamer (1963), Nickerson (1965), Kroll (1969), 

and Boddy (1972) illustrate the typical finding that when 

a second stimulus, to which a response must be made, follows 

an initial one by less than 300 milliseconds, the reaction 

time to the second stimulus is delayed beyond what would 

normally be the reaction time period for that response 

performed alone. In contrast to the single-channel hypothe

sis, which seems to proviue tiie oest fit for the data 

already available (Bertelson, 1966; Smith, 1967), an 

alternate explanation for this observed delay in KT2 
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been proposed in terms oi' temporal expectancy, llick (1948) 

and Foul ton (1950) appear to be the earliest proponents of 

this position. Poulton concluded l'rom two experiments that 

the lack of readiness to respond to Sg, as revealed by an 

inflated UTg> way have resulted from either the subject not 

having prepared adequately, as lie was not expecting Sg so 

soon alter , or that the time interval between stimuli 

was too short to allow the necessary preparation. To a 

large degree, this viewpoint is derived from an earlier study 

performed by Mowrer (1940) in which he found that stimuli 

occurring before or after a mean preparatory interval were 

responded to with a greater latency than those occurring at 

the mean. Smith (1967) related Mowrer's work to the expect

ancy theorists' position in writing: 

Expectancy theorists, accepting the hypothesis that the 
mean isi represents the point of peak expectancy, explain 
the observed delay in UTQ by stating that when the ISI 
between the two stimuli is randomly varied, as is usu
ally done, Ss develop a high expectancy for the second 
stimulus (Sy) at the mean ISI. Consequently, when 
very short TSIs are presented, Ss expectancy of S2 

is minimal, with the result that KT0 is very high. As 
the ISI increases the expectancy that sQ will arrive 
momentarily increases, with a corresponding decline 
in ltljj. (p. 204) 

Adams (1962) tested the expectancy hypothesis of 

psychological refractoriness by manipulating the statisti

cal structure of the ISI. Whereas single-channel theoreti

cians regarded refractoriness as a consequence of the absolute 

values of the ISI, expectancy theorists considered it a 



function related to the relative distributions for the 

arrival times of S,,- The results, however, seemed to 

support both positions in that although the increase in liTg 

was smaller for groups provided with less uncertainty about 

the occurrence of Sgi the trend of progressively longer 

latency being associated with decreasing ISIs remained 

evident. 

Creamer (1963) believed that event uncertainty, i.e., 

the occurrence or nonoccurrence of Sgj would produce delays 

in llT^ even when the time certainty of Sg was constant. 

Using five different groups of which each had fixed ISIs 

of 0, 100, 200, 'iOO, and 800 milliseconds, he varied event 

uncertainty. A sixth group was administered trials in which 

both variables were uncertain. Creamer concluued from his 

results that the time certainty groups were comparable to 

the group in which the arrival of Sg was varied when RTgS 

were contrasted. This led him to summarize that event 

uncertainty was a more important determiner of IIT£ than was 

time uncertainty. However, even with fixed ISIs, as in 

Adaius' (1962) study, delays were maximal at the smallest 

intervals, and decreased as the time between S^ Sg 

increased. 

In a later study, based on the work of Adams (1962) 

and Creamer (1903)> N'ickerson (1963) manipulated both the 
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absolute and relative durations of the S^-Sg interval in 

order to study their contributions to HTg* Four different 

conditions provided for an overlapping of interval ranges, 

thus allowing comparisons among intervals with identical 

absolute, but different relative durations. The four 

ranges used were 100-500 milliseconds, 300-700 milliseconds, 

500-900 milliseconds, and 100-900 milliseconds. Nickerson 

found, similar to Adams (1962) and Creamer (1963), that RTg 

was a function of both the absolute and relative durations 

of the intervals used. At all intervals up to 500 milli

seconds, RT2 decreased as the absolute length of the ISI 

increased. In addition, it was concluded that within 

conditions, Ii'fg Kas relatively large when the ISI was small 

relative to the equiprobable alternative durations that it 

could assume on a particular trial. 

Davis (1965) attempted to ultimately determine which 

explanation, i.e., expectancy of S2 or that of a one-channel 

decision processor, was more tenable. lie reasoned that those 

who favor the former attribute the inflated KTg times to the 

distribution of ISls, while those who support the latter 

account for refractoriness as a result of blocking a central 

mechanism by the occurrence of the first stimulus. Davis 

attempted to resolve this controversy by eliminating the 

first stimulus. Thus, he instructed subjects to initiate 



a trial by spontaneously pressing down on a reaction 

time key and closing a circuit. This event marked the 

commencement of an interval. The distribution of intervals 

was kept comparable to the more typical situation when two 

stimuli were successively presented. Any differences be

tween KT2 patterns in this experiment and those in which 

both stimuli occurred were attributed to the effect of the 

event which initiated the interval rather than the distribu

tion of the 1SJ.S used. When Davis1 results were compared to 

data in which the ISI was begun by s^, no delays in iiT0 

were evident. This seemed to support his contention that 

psychological refractoriness was essentially caused by a 

one-channel decision processor which must deal with 

before it can process Sg* 

These results were in basic agreement with an earlier 

study performed by Kay and Weiss (1961) . They manipulated 

the degree of regularity in both the preparatory interval to 

and the ISI. In addition, they varied conditions so that 

in some blocks of trials no response was required for S^. 

Kay and Weiss found; (a) RT2 was significantly increased 

when a response was required to S^» and (b) HTg was greater 

when the preparatory interval for S^ was irregular than 

when the ISI was irregular. These results seamed to indi

cate that an increase in processing time for was directly 
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related to the phenomena of psychological refractoriness. 

Thus, additional support was given to the single-channel 

decision processing hypothesis. 

In a recent stuay, Boddy (197?) attempted to identify 

the physiological correlates of psychological refractori

ness. He examined the relationship between delays in 

RT„ and delays in the prominent nonspecific component 

of the evoked potential associated with S2« Boddy made 

the assumption that this measurement was indicative of the 

subject's state of attentiveness. Although he was unable 

to find the hypothesized relationship, i.e., delays in 

the nonspecific component analogous to delays in HTgi 

Boddy did find that in conditions which required subjects 

to respond to both Si and Sn> amplitude, rather than temporal X ^ 

refractoriness was evident in the prominent nonspecific 

component associated with Sg* He surmised that this find

ing suggested that the portions of the evoked potential 

attributable to and its associated response may have 

been additive sources in causing the observed delays in 

RTg • Boddy's conclusions, thus, seemed to conform to those 

reached by both Kay and Weiss (1961), and Davis (1965). 

In summary, certain generalizations may be made from 

the findings of studies designed to investigate the theo

retical aspects of the "psychological refractory period." 
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The following statements seem consistent with the literature 

(a) liT2 increases as the ISI decreases below 300 milli

seconds, (b) both the absolute and relative durations ol' the 

ISI effect liTg, (c) the amount oi' processing required lor 

appears to vary directly with ft» ailcl ) responding to 

SA causes a larger increase in UT2 than just attending to 

Sjl . In addition, the two most prominent explanations which 

attempt to account lor the delays observed in RT2 are known 

as the single-channel decision processing theory, and the 

expectancy theory. As Welford (1959; 1967)» a strong ex

ponent of the former position admitted., the orucial experi

ments have not yet been done to make one theory more tenable 

than the other. It seems today that if all the data already 

accumulated were to be accounted for, delays in UT0 would 

seem to vary with circumstances according to principles as 

yet unknown. 

The present study was primarily concerned with the 

time taken to amend and initiate successive responses of 

varying complexity. Since the timo of the signal to cur

tail the first response usually occurred at an ISI i» which 

HT,, has been shown to be prolonged because of the "psycho-

logical refractory period," the variation in UTj, resulting 

from this phenomenon was considered along with that varia

tion due to SKC. 
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Complexity of Amended and Successive 

Movements and RTf> 

Pew investigations have examined the effect of the 

complexity of successive paired responses on ltTg* Typi

cally, past research has been done with simple movements 

which began and ended at approximately, the same time. The 

following studies were exceptions since they utilized tasks 

of differing degrees of complexity. 

Poulton (1950) studied RTg in relation to a task which 

required subjects to trace three successive Vs, as fast as 

possible, in response to an auditory stimulus. In some con

ditions a signal was given to stop at a certain point in the 

configuration, while in other conditions subjects were in

structed to disregard the signal. In another condition, 

subjects hau to trace only part of the pattern, but iu 

response to another successive stimulus, continue. • poulton's 

data showed that stopping the planned response required a 

median of .25 seconus longer than an ordinary complex graded 

reaction time. In contrast, the median time for ext.enuing 

the movement was .35 seconds longer. Additionally, lie found 

that if a preparatory signal to extend or amend was provided 

.6 seconds before the point to alter ongoing movement, HT9 

was eliminated. When the same signal occurred .5 seconds 

before the stimulus indicating a change in planned action, 



IlT2 was found to be intermediately between no preparatory 

signal and one which sounded .6 seconds prior to Sg- From 

his data, poulton concluded that the length of wae tt 

function oi' the degree of preparation for future action, 

and not recovery from a past response. 

Vince and Welford (1967), similarly, investigated 

refraotoriness in relation to speeding-up, slowing-down, or 

entirely arresting an ongoing response. The conditions 

in this experiment required subjects to trace a line on a 

revolving drum when a specifio line came into view. While 

subjects were tracing the first lino, another line of a 

different color occasionally appeared at ISIs of 25, 50, 

75, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 milliseconds, after the oc

curence of the first line. Different groups had to then 

speed-up or slow-down their original movement. Contrary to 

Poulton's finding, the results indicated that longer liT^s 

were associated with the group required to slow their re

sponse. Vince and Wei ford explained these findings by 

reasoning that in order to slow a movement, subjects had 

to change the pattern of muscular innervation by bringing 

antagonists into play, while speeding-up merely seemed to 

require the intensification of the nervous pattern already 

in operation. As in previous studies, u'fg increased with 

a decreasing IS1• 



Ten years alter Poulton's experiment, Harrison (i960) 

recognized that the type of response used in studying 

psychological refractoriness could be a significant factor 

in the ultimate experimental findings. He deduced from 

Iienry's (i960) "memory drum" theory, which was publicized 

the same year, that when stimuli are simple and the response 

movements shcrt and uncomplicated, program changes should 

be easy to accomplish. However, if a movement was compli

cated, or required a great deal of neuromotor control, 

amendment would be difficult. In relation to the "psycho

logical refractory period," he agreed with Davis (1956) 

who had theorized that the amount of motor control necessary 

for a particular response was a determiner of HTg* Harrison, 

thus, designed an experiment in which he predicted that 

psychological refractoriness would be totally eliminated if 

both stimuli and responses were as simple as possible. 

The first response entailed pressing a button in response 

to a light, while the second one required moving the same 

finger a few millimeters, left or right, in response to 

either of two possible stimulus lights. He used both errors 

in direction of movement for the second response as well 

as Rfg as criteria indicating refractoriness. Harrison 

concluded from his data tiiat error rates were low for 

ISIs of 50 to 300 milliseconds, although they became inflated 

above this range. In contrasts HTg varied inversely with 



the ISIs. The explanation given for these results was that 

as KT2 decreased with increasing ISIs errors increased 

since subjects became tense with the longer Ibis and too 

eagerly anticipated Sg* This, in turn, led to less accu

rate judgments of direction and less accurate , but luster 

responses. Conditions in the experiment also allowed 

comparison of HT0
S when a response was and was not royuirutJ 

of S^ . The shorter latencies in tho latter condition led 

Harrison to ponclud§, as poMlton hj\d done previously, 

that the increased UT0 in the former condition was probably 

a*foreperiod-expectancy phenomenon rather than true oontrai 

refractoriness. Based on the error rate data, Harrison 

concluded that ho had confirmed his hypothesis concerning 

simple stimuli, and short and uncomplicated movements. 

Although the reasoning for Harrison's hypothesis 

appeared logical, his conclusions seemed unwarranted. 

Only simple responses were used, anu no comparison was 

available for examining whether similar results would be 

evident for a more complicated response. 

Subsequently, lienry and Harrison (iyGl) investigated 

whether, in contrast to the short movements used in 

Harrison's (i960) previous study, long ballistic movements 

would be refractory to alteration. They reasoned that a 

simple direct movement occurring over a long path, re

quiring maximal force, is covertly complex. They explained, 



that not only are contraction of agonists involved in this 

type of movement, but stabilizers and antagonists. The 

authors tested the hypothesis which predicted that 

long movements would be refractory to amendment until the 

existing motor program associated with it was at least 

partially read out of neuromotor memory. To test this 

deduction, subjects were required to execute an arm swing 

over a distance of y1 centimeters as fast and as force

fully as possible in response to a visual stimulus (S^). 

However, 56% of the trials were accompanied by another 

visual signal (S2)» which followed at ISls of .10, .19, 

.27, and .35 seconds. The results were somewhat ambiguous 

as Iienry and Harrison concluded from their data that, when 

Sg occurred at an j.SI of .10 or .19 seconds, acceleration 

of the movement was evident, but reversal was impossible. 

This was interpreted as being substantiation for their 

hypothesis of refractoriness for long movements. Again, 

HTg increased with decreasing ISls. 

In an attempt to clarify the previous research, 

Williams (1971a) replicated and more precisely analyzed the 

differing concepts of refractoriness that had been used by 

Iienry and Harrison (iy6l). He pointed out that for the 

earlier experiment refractoriness had been defined in terms 

of error, i.e., inability to amend the movement in time to 



avoid hitting a target, rather than in terms ol' ini'lateu 

IiT2 values. Williams examined both dependent measures 

and found that eaoh led to different conclusions. When Sr, 

occurred early in the response, fewer errors were tuude in 

stopping the movement before the end point, but at the a a uie 

time, UTg increased with smaller ISls. His conclusion 

that experiments must distinguish between these two defi

nitions of refractoriness was well taken, in that one is 

based on the characteristics of the movement response while 

the other is concerned with central processing. 

In summary, it appears that although various movements 

have been used in studying the processes involved in ex

ecuting corrective responses, no single investigation lias 

systematically examined SiiC in relation to IS1 • Addition

ally, previous studies (poulton, 1950; llenry and Harrison, 

1961; Williams, 1971a; Williams, 1971b) have used initial 

and successive responses performed by a single anatomical 

structure. Consequently, this strategy may have inadvert

ently attenuated the precision of findings by peripheral 

confounding resulting from such factors as limb inertia. 

The present study utilized contralateral limbs to 

execute separate responses varied according to SRC. ISIa 

were also varied for the purpose of examining the effect 

of the occurrence of S2 
on amendment of simple and oomplex 



motor programs at varying degrees of execution. The depend

ent variable selected was RT2» which from past research 

seemed to be a valid indicator of the central processing 

time involved in responding to Sg after initially respond

ing to Sa . 

Simple Reaction Time and RTo 

Some of the previously reviewed experiments in which 

amending behavior was examined mentioned that intersubject 

variation across different conditions was significant (Boddy, 

1972; Vince and Weldord, 196?; Davis, 1962). Kroll (1969) 

indicated that such information lias, for the most part, gone 

unnoticed. However, the import of such findings, as ho 

suggested, is considerable since the single-channel theory 

of psychological refractoriness holds that when Sg occurs 

before the response to S^ (ll'f^), RTg anti KT* will be direct

ly related by tlie formula: RT0 = liT^ + RT^ - ISI, where 

liTjj is equal to the single, simple reaction time of the 

second response (Davis, 1956). According to this formula, 

Kroll surmised that subjects with the same simple reaction 

time should exhibit identical delay patterns in the sequen

tial response situation. 

Hence, he conducted an experiment to investigate 

whether,-in fact, individuals who differed initially on 

KTjl , differed subsequently when RTg was analyzed. After 



classifying individuals into relatively fast and slow 

groups, based on single, simple reaction time, he ran 

all subjects through a sequential response task in which 

ISIs ranged from 50 to 1000 milliseconds. Kroll concluded, 

from his data, that no difference existed in the absolute 

magnitude or pattern of UTg between groups. This finding 

was not only in serious conflict with the single-channel 

processing theory, but suggested that a subject's 

ability to perform fast, consecutive, paired responses 

might be a unique skill factor. 

The present study, in addition to examining the effect 

of varying SKC and IS1 on UTg, attempted to replicate Kroll 

experiment by dividing subjects into relatively fast and 

slow groups based on separate, single measures of reaction 

time. The relationship between this hypothesized speed 

factor and RT^ was analyzed across all conditions. 
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CHAPTER III 

PkOCEDUItES 

This experiment was conducted for the purpose of 

studying, the effects of varying the ISI and SRC on RTg* 

In addition, the relationship among an individual's simple 

reaction time in a single situation, initial paired reaction 

time (RT^), and RTg was examined across all conuitions of 

SRC and ISI. For the purpose of assessing the effects of 

these factors on RTg the following procedures were utilized. 

Subjects 

l)ata for this investigation were generated from 2k, 

female, rignt-iiunued subjects who volunteered froia tne 

population of students in attendance at tne University of 

North Carolina at Greensboro during the fall semester of 

1974. Their ages ranged from IS years to 33 years, with a 

mean of 19.7 and a standard deviation of 3-8 years. 

All subjects were briefed on the tasks which they would 

be asked to perform prior to their initial sessions. This 

was done for the purpose of assuring them that no deception 

or aversive conuitions would prevail during testing. On 

the first and third days of the experiment, each subject 

was read.standard instructions (Appendix A) pertaining to 

the movements that they were required to perform. The 

experimenter then demonstrated the responses ana answered 



questions. On Day 5 each subject was verbally debriefed 

and given a written explanation (Appendix A) related to the 

theoretical aspects of this study. 

Stimuli 

In all conditions, the stimuli signaling the subject 

to execute a response consisted of a signal, lasting 30 

milliseconds, generated from two 12 volt General Elec-

tric buzzers, which were wired in parallel. In addition, 

throughout this investigation, a red warning signal located 

on a partition directly in front of the subject, 26 centi

meters above the table top upon which test apparatus were 

located, occurred prior to the initiation oi' each trial. 

This signal served as a warning to subjects that their index 

finger(s) should be placed upon the appropriate key(s), 

closing the contact(s), The preparatory interval for all 

days was presented in a constrained random order, i.e., 

each interval, 1, 2, 3» and 4 seconds, occurred an equal 

number of times in a block of trials. 

Responses 

The responses which subjects were required to perform 

during this investigation were designed to be as much like 

those used by Henry (I960) as possible. Since data gener

ated from these responses were used in formulating the 

"memory drum" theory for neuromotor control of well practiced 
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movements, it seemed that they also oould be used to test 

subsequent theoretical deductions. 

The complex response lor this study consisted ol' the 

motor pattern that lienry adapted from liowell (1953), and 

labeled C. It entailed a subject, while seatod, to tuove her 

hand off of a reaction time switch (SW^), reaching forward 

30 centimeters, and upward 15 centimeters to strike a tennis 

ball (Ax) with the back of her hand, closing dummy switcii 

(SV^)* reversing direction to go diagonally back to another 

dummy switch (SW~) on the baseboard, located parallel and 

30 centimeters to the left or right ol' SW^, and then 

reversing direction again and going upward 15 centimeters 

and forward 30 centimeters to pull down tennis ball » 

which was attached by a cord to another dummy switch (SW^)• 

The apparatus required for the left- and right-handed 

responses are diagrammed in Figure 1 on page . 

The simple response consisted of the subject lifting 

her index finger off of a reaction time key, at the sound 

of the appropriate stimulus. This response is also illus

trated in Figure 1. 

Equipment 

The experimental equipment consisted of 4 complex 

response apparatus, and k simple reaction time keys. These 

were distributed among conditions as follows: (a) condition 

1 (SS) — 2 simple reaction time keys, (b) condition 2 
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(SC) — 1 simple reaction time key lor the initial response 

and a complex apparatus for the second one, (c) condition 3 

(CS) — 1 complex apparatus for the left hand and a simple 

reaction time key for the right one, and (d) condition k 

(CC) — 2 complex apparatus. Diagrams of each condition 

are represented in Figure 1 on page 39. 

All SHC conditions wore located on a table 90 centi

meters by 15U centimeters, and separated by plywood parti

tions. The equipment used to set intervals and measure 

KTj, and RT^, was located in a room which was adjacent to 

the one in which the subject performed. Figure 2 on page 

illustrates the testing situation. 

Wiring 

In order to control the length of the foreperiod, 

and the initiation and duration of stimuli, four interval 

timers were used. Interval Timer 1 started the warning 

signal, which was a visual stimulus mounted between apparatus 

in each condition and 26 centimeters from the table top, 

In addition, Timer 1, after a variable preparatory inter

val, ranging from 1-4 seconds, initiated interval Timers 

2 and 3- The onset of Timer 3 caused to buzz for 30 

milliseconds, while Timer 2 began an ISI of either .100, 200, 

'iOO, or oOO milliseconds. Timer h was connected to Timer 2, 

and set off s,, at the end of the ISI . Timers 1, 3» and 4 
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were Hunter interval timers, model 111B> while Timer 2 was 

manufactured by Lafayette Electronics, model number 

50013. 

Clock 1 was attached to Timer 3, and was initiated 

simultaneously with , while Clock 2 was wired to Timer 4, 

and began with the onset of Sg* The initiation of movement 

by the left hand resulted in stopping Clock 1, while a 

similar movement of the right hand stopped Clock 2. 

All initial, left-handed reaction time keys were 

wired in parallel, and connected to Clock 1, while right-

handed keys were identically wired and attached to Clock 2, 

The interval between the initiation of a stimulus and the 

releasing of an appropriate key was recorded as reaction 

time. Both clocks were model 54014 from Lafayette Elec

tronics. A diagram illustrating the connections of the 

circuit is located in Figure 3 on page 43. 

Data sheets for recording rt^ and RTg for each 

subject, contained two sets of uniquely randomized intervals 

for each condition. The experimenter referred to these pre

recorded preparatory intervals and ISls on each trial, and 

manually set the necessary dials, in addition, data on each 

trial were recorded on these forms (Appendix A). 

Experimental Conditions 

This study required five experimental sessions for each 

subject. Although every attempt was made to order these 

sessions for consecutive days and similar daily times, 
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laboratory availability ami subject schedules did not al

ways coincide. However, no subject completed all five 

sessions over a period longer than eight days, and all per

formed uaily within two hours of the time of their initial 

visit. 

Days 1 ami 2 

During Days 1 and 2 each subject was administered 50 

simple and 50 complex response reaction time trials with 

each hand. These 2U0 trials were grouped into blocks of 25 

and included 5 randomly placed catch trials, i.e., trials 

upon which the stimulus did not occur. The eight blocks 

were randomly assigned to subjects. This procedure allowed 

for each subject to perform two blocks of each task with each 

hand, on each of the first two days. Ten seconds were 

permitted between the end of one trial and the beginning of 

the next, while a two minute rest period was given between 

blocks, iience, for each of the first two days, 40 trials 

for simple and 40 trials for complex response reaction 

time were available for calculating means, for each hand, 

in each condition. 

These procedures were used to attain a well practiced 

measure of reaction time. On the basis of Kroll's (1969) 

study, anu that of Slater-Hammel (1958), optimal measures 

of simple reaction time were founu during the first two days 
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of practice, thus the methods used in this experiment 

seemed sufficient to guarantee well practiced measures of 

reaction time. 

Days 3-5 

On Day 3> subjects were read a different set of 

standard instructions (Appendix A) related to the tasks 

which they would be asked to perform over the next three 

sessions. Each subject was required to perform four differ

ent blocks of trials having different sequences of response 

complexity utilizing the tasks practiced on the first two 

days. Block X entailed executing the simple response 

following the simple response (SS), Block 2, executing the 

complex response following the simple response (SC), Block 3» 

executing the simple response following the complex response 

(CS), and Block k, executing the complex response following 

the complex response (CC). Each block consisted of 45 trails 

containing 5 randomly assigned catch trials for the secondf 

.right-handed response. No catch trials were alloted to the 

initial, left-handed response. In all blocks, and over all 

trials, the left hand responded to the initial stimulus (S^), 

while the right hand responded to the second stimulus (82)0 

The four SRC blocks were assigned randomly to each 

subject, on each of the three days. In addition, ISIs of 

100, 200, 400, and 800 milliseconds were distributed within 



each SRC block in a constrained random order. These inter

vals were primarily selected for the purpose of having Sg 

occur at various points of the initial response, while also 

covering the range of isis in which psychological refractori

ness has been found. The 800 milliseconds 1S1 acted as a 

control condition, since under all other levels of ISI, 

subjects were required to amend their motor plans prior to 

completion of the entire first response. It therefore 

seemed that if subjects always had to amend their initial 

programs, they may have decided, after several trials, to 

only plan the initial portion of the first response. 

Henry's (i960) data for the complex movement time showed 

that college women had a mean movement time of 552 milli

seconds, with a standard deviation of 95 milliseconds. 

Hence, inclusion of the 800 milliseconds ISI appeared 

sufficient to insure completion of the initial complex 

task on approximately 25% of the trials within the CS and 

CC blocks. 

Ten seconds were allotted between the end of one trial 

and the beginning of the next one, while a two minute rest 

period was permitted between SRC blocks. In addition, five 

practice trials, on each day, preceded the 45 experimental 

trials in each SRC condition. Figure k on page 47 illus

trates the overall design used in the experiment. 
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Figure k. Experimental design. 
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For each session, the data consisted of arithmetic 

means for liT^ and liT^» in each condition. Iience, hO trials 

wore available in calculating these measures at every SRC 

and ISI level, while 10 values were utilized in performing 

the calculation in each cell representing an interaction 

between factors. 

Treatment of Data 

Grouping the Subjects 

A repeated measures, multivariate analysis of vari

ance, using mean day, right-handed reaction time for both 

simple and complex response tasks was performed to deter

mine whether a difference existed between overall daily 

performance on Day 1 and 2. This analysis was done for the 

purpose of deciding upon which of the first two day's 

scores, taken as a composite, represented the faster, and 

thus, better practiced measure of reaction time. The 

scores representing the fastest daily performance were then 

analyzed to determine which of the two variables had the 

higher correlation coefficient with the derived canonical 

variable. Based on this comparison, the variable found to 

be the best discriminator between days was used as the cri

terion variable for dividing subjects into two groups of 

12 each, which were relatively fast and slow on this measure 

A discriminant analysis was then performed using both 

measures of reaction time, on the faster day, to test 
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whether the groupings, which were based on a single predic

tor variable, xemained intact when the less discriminating 

variable was simultaneously considered. All of the above 

analyses were computed using computer programs from the 

Statistical Analysis System (Service, 1972). 

Analysis of ltTp 

An analysis of variance for repeated measures, using 

KT2 
as the dependent variable was run via computer program 

08V of the Biomedical series of Computer Programs (Dixon, 

1973)• Previously determined last ana slow groups of 

subjects were nested in levels of speed, and completely 

crossed within the factors of SltC s IS1, and uuys. The 

analysis of variance followed the form taken by the experi

mental design located in Figure !i, on page ^7 . 

All factors relevant to the purposes of this study, which 

were significant at the .05 probability level, were then 

analyzed using the Newman-Keuls post-hoc test for multiple 

comparisons among treatment means. Graphs were also con

structed to aid in the interpretation of the data. 

Finally, the percentage of variance attributable to 

each significant effect was calculated via Omega Square 

(llays, 1963). This statistic provided a means lor compar

ing the relative strength of each factor in determining HTg-
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CliAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

This study examined, the effects ol' manipulating tho 

SRC and ISI on RT0« In addition, tho question of whether 

an individual's simple reaction tiiue in a single situation, 

initial paired reaction time, and RT2 were in any way 

related across all conditions of SRC and ISI was investi

gated. Hence, the dependent measures included single, 

simple and complex response reaction times, generated 

during the first two days, and RT^ and RT^, taken ever the 

following three days. Data for these dependent variables 

were produced by 2k, female, right-handed volunteers. 

Assigning the Subjects into Fast and slow Groups 

Prior to performing the multivariate analysis of var

iance for determining whether single, simple and complex 

response reaction times, considered as a composite indica

tion of speed, uecreased significantly over the first two 

days, descriptive data related to oach task were calculated. 

Tables 1 and 2 on page 51 collates these obtained data. 

Indices reveal that all reaction time measuros dooreased 

from Day 1 to Day 2, while all correlations increased. This 

suggested that subjects, by becoming faster on Day 2, ben

efitted from the first day's practice. Additionally, the 

increase in all correlations indicated that some of the 
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Table 1 

Descriptive Data: Day 1 

Response Mean SD Pearson Coorelation 

SR SL CR CL 

SR 153 ms . 25 ms . .68* .40 .52* 
SL 153 rns . 24 ms . .3^ .40 
CR 219 1QS . 30 ms . - .67* 
CL 224 111S . 34 ms. 

Note . SIl=Siinple Response-Right Hand 
SL=Simple Response-Left Iland 
CR=Cowp)ex Response-Right Hand 
CL=Coujplex Response-Left Hand 

*p^.0.1 

Table 2 

Descriptive Data: Day 2 

Response Mean SD Pearson Coorelation 

SR SL CR CL 

SR 141 ms . 29 ItlS . .86* .70* .80* 
SL 13» us . 28 ms. .59* . 66* 
CR 195 1US . 31 ms . - .87* 
CL 202 IiiS . 34 ms. 

Note . SR=Simple Response-Right liand 
SL=Siwple Response-Lei't liand 
CR=Coui[>lex Response-Right Hand 
CL-Cousplex Response-Left Hand 

*p<£\01 



extraneous variance among the tasks had dropped out. It 

was, thus, assumed that the common variance on Day 2 more 

accurately represented a general speed factor among tasks. 

It must be noted that the simple reaction time values 

in this study were very similar to those given by Woodwortli 

and Schlosberg (1. The complex response means approx

imated lienry's (i960) data. These findings were in accord 

with the "memory drum" deduction of an increase in response 

latency for more complicated movements. 

Multivariate Analysis of Variance to 

Determine pay Effect 

Since the primary dependent variable investigated for 

the sequential tasks on Days 3 to 5 was the mean reaction time 

for the second, right-handed response, the measures used in 

the multivariate analysis of variance to test improvement, 

in reaction time over the first two days were mean reaction 

time values for eacii of the 2k subjects for their uaily right-

handed, simple and complex response reaction times. This 

analysis was indicated by the presence of a Pearson product-

moment correlation coefficient of .64, p^TOl, between 

these variables over both days. Unlike analysis of variance, 

which would test eacii variable separately and lead to in

accurate probability statements in determining the signif

icance of an 1-' ratio, multivariate analysis of variance 



taltes into account the relatedness of the dependent meas

ures and determines the appropriate probability distribu

tion i'or testing different effects while considering both 

variables simultaneously (Newell and Martens, 197^). In 

addition, correlations were run between each dependent 

variable and the calculated canonical variable. 

The results yielded an approximate F value of 9«5& 

which was significant at the .01 probability level. This 

statistic inuicated that Day 2 values, when considered 

simultaneously, were faster than Day 1 measures. This 

supported the descriptive data in 'fables 1 and 2. 

The correlation coefficients between the canonical 

variable and each dependent measure were .kb and .99 re

spectively, for simple and complex response reaction times. 

This suggested that complex response reaction time was a 

more powerful discriminator between days than simple re

sponse reaction time, as it accounted for 9S% of the vari

ance in the canonical variable. This finding was in con

trast to only 21^ accounted for by simple response reac

tion time . 

Discriminant Analysis i'or verifying 

Speed Classifications 

Since complex response reaction time was found to be 

the better discriminator variable between days, its median 

value on Day 2 was determined, and used as the criterion 
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ior dividing the 24 subjects into groups. To determine 

whether these last and slow group classifications remained 

intact when both variables, i.e., simple and complex 

response reaction times for Day 2, were used together as 

group discriminators, a discriminant analysis was performed. 

This procedure based each subject's classificatory status 

on the generalized squared distance to each group's mean 

composite variable (Rao, 1965). The results affirmed the 

assignment of all subjects to their respective original 

group. Table 3, located below, provides data about the 

original group of each subject; the group to which she was 

classified, the generalized squared distances to each group, 

and their associated probabilities. 

Table 3 

Discriminant Analysis 

Subject Classi
fied by 

CK 

Classi
fied by 
Discrim
inant 

Analysis 

Generalized 
Squared Dis

tance to 
Fast Group/ 
Probability 

Generalized 
Squared Dis

tance to 
Slow Group/ 
Probability 

1 Slow Slow- 25.7152 
.0037 

14.5232 
.9963 

2 last Fa s t 13.6016 
.9959 

24.6100 
. 0041 

3 Fast Fast 16.6102 
. St>66 

20.7232 
.113^ 
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Table 3—Continued 

Subj ect Classi
fied by 

Clt 

Classi
fied by 
Discrim
inant 

Analysis 

Generalized 
Squared Dis

tance to 
Fast Group/ 
rrobabili ty 

Generalized 
Squared Dis

tance to 
Slow Group/ 
Probability 

4 Fa s t Fast 16 .9203 
.9977 

29.0987 
.0023 

5 Fa s t Fast 11.8293 
.9525 

17 .8272 
.0475 

6 Fast Fast 12.3485 
.9041 

16.8359 
.0959 

7 Fa s t Fast 12.1201 
.9925 

21.9016 
.0075 

8 Slow Slow 63.4903 
.0000 

20.5626 
1.0000 

9 Slow Slow 36.1939 
.0000 

16.0917 
1.0000 

10 Fast Fast 12.7336 
.9191 

17.5936 
.0809 

11 Slow Slow 27 .7142 
.0022 

15.4396 
.9978 

12 Fast Fast 13.1735 
.8520 

16.6740 
.1480 

13 Slow Slow 15.3547 
.4461 

Ik.9216 
.5539 

i 4 Slow Slow 16.4403 
.3234 

14 .9644 
.6766 

15 Slow Slow 38.2437 
.0000 

16.9269 
1.0000 

.1.6 Fa s t Fast 13.5406 
.9107 

18.1840 
.0893 
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Table 3--Continued 

Subject Classi
fied by 

CH 

'Classi
fied by 
Discrim
inant 

Analysis 

Generalized 
Squared Dis

tance to 
Fast Group/ 
Probability 

Generalized 
Squared Dis

tance to 
Slow Group/ 
Probability 

17 Slow Slow 33.4369 
.0000 

16.0950 
1.0000 

IB Slow Slow 22.0527 
.1227 

18.1192 
.8773 

19 Fast Fast 12.4456 
.9735 

19.6567 
.0265 

20 Fast Fast 12.6646 
.9605 

19.0446 
• 0395 

21 Slow Slow 23.5931 
.0099 

14.3772 
.9901 

22 Slow Slow 26.0251 
.0036 

14.7513 
.9964 

23 Fast Fast 13.0945 
.6254 

16.2013 
.1746 

24 Slow Slow 23.4077 
.0282 

16.3285 
-9718 

Table 4. located on page 57, .shews the collated tles^ 

criptive data lor eacii &rcup. It reveals that the slow 

group not only hau higher reaction times on both responses, 

but greater va riaoi i j. xy . Additionally, the slow group had 

a low aim Ijisj.gniA'jLcant correlation between tasks. These 

two indexes, when contrasted with those oi the last group, 



may indicate that, whereas the fast group was able to use 

innate speed to succeed at the tasks, the slow group had 

to resort to a variety of other strategies. 

Table 4 

Descriptive Data for Fast and Slow Groups 

Group Clt Cli Sit Sli Pearson 
Mean SD Mean SD Correlation 

Fast 171 16 123 15 .73* 
N=12 

Slow 219 23 160 29 .28 
N=12 

In milliseconds 

*P<-01 

All the analyses used, in categorizing the 2k subjects 

into fast and slow speed groups were run using computer 

programs from the Statistical Analysis System (Service, 1972) 

Analysis of variance Using ltTn  as the 
1 1 • 1 " 1 1 1 - - —̂v 

Dependent Variable 

An analysis of variance was then run in order to 

examine the effects of varying the SllC and ISI on lil'g-

Fast and slow groups of subjects were nested in levels of 

speed, while crossed within SUC, ISI, and days. The results 

ol' the analysis are located in 'f.able cj, on page 58. 
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Table 5 

Analysis of Variance 

Source SS df MS F 

Between Ss 

A 
Ss(A) 

510133.8 
952833.3 

1 
22 

510133.8 
43310.6 

11 .7785* 

Within ss 

C 
AC 
CSs(A) 

5364512.0 
36866.0 

566758.8 

3 
3 

66 

1788170.0 
12288.7 
8587.3 

208 
1 
.2353* 
.4310 

J 
AI 
ISs(A) 

20885^.7 
11613.2 

207866.6 

3 
3 

66 

69618.2 
3871.1 
3149.5 

22 
1 
. 1046* 
.2291 

D 
AD 
DSs(A) 

132628.4 
8040.8 

131356.9 

2 
2 

44 

66314.2 
4020.4 
2985.4 

22 
1 
.2129* 
.3467 

CI 
ACI 
CISs(A) 

181552.3 
11981.8 

202753.6 

9 
9 

198 

20172.5 
1331.3 
1024.0 

19 
1 
.6995* 
.3001 

DI 
ADI 
DISS(A) 

51518.2 
1937.9 

129642.1 

6 
6 

132 

8586.4 
322.9 
982.1 

8 .7425* 
.3289 

DC 
ADC 
DCSs(A) 

53928,0 
8188.2 

319892.1 

6 
6 

132 

8988.0 
1364.7 
2423.4 

3 .7086* 
.5631 

DCI 
ADC I 
DCJ.Ss(A) 

28729.8 
10053.1 

236140.8 

18 
18 

396 

1596.1 
558.6 
596.3 

2 . 6766* 
.9368 

Note. A=speed, C=SIiC, I 
( )-Nesting 

=ISI, D= :days, Ss=subjects » 

*p^.Oi 
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Sequence ol' Response Complexity 

The analysis of variance reveals that SllC had a very 

significant effect on RT2• The SRC F value was 208.2353> 

which for 3 and 66 c^f was significant beyond the .01 proba

bility level. 

In order to determine which of the four means for RTf? 

in the SRC conditions were significantly different, a 

Neuman-Keuls test was performed (Appendix B)• The results 

led to the conclusion that all conditions were significantly 

different at the .01 probability level. The overall mean 

values for the four conditions were: (SS) 187 milliseconds, 

(sc) 225 milliseconds, (CS) 317 milliseconds, and (CC) 

357 milliseconds. Hypothesis 1, which stated that reaction 

time to a stimulus signaling the amendment of a complex 

motor plan ana the initiation of a simple one is longer 

than the reaction time to a stimulus signaling the amend

ment of a simple motor plan and the initiation of a simple 

one, was thus supported. In addition, as a result of the 

differing means between SC and SS, Hypothesis 2, which stated, 

that the reaction.time to a stimulus signaling the amend

ment of a simple motor plan and the initiation of a complex 

one is longer than the reaction time to a stimulus signal

ing the amendment ol a simple motor plan and the initiation 

of a simple one, was also supported. It is also interesting 
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to note that CS was longer than SC; this suggests that 

recovery from the past response appears to be a more im

portant determiner of RTg than is the planning of the 

next response. 

The percentage of total variance in RTg accounted for 

by SHC was calculated via Omega Square and found to be 57$. 

Figure 5 on page 61 illustrates the SRC effect and the 

separation of fast and slow speed groups on both RT^ and 

a 
RT2. 

interstimulus Interval 

The data from Table 5 only partially supported Hypoth

esis 3, which stated that reaction time to a stimulus sig

naling the amendment of one motor plan and the initiation 

of another one, increases as the ISI decreases from 400 

milliseconds to 200 milliseconds, and from 200 milliseconds 

to 100 milliseconds. Although the ISI factor resulted in 

an F value of 22.2129, which for 3 and 66 df was signifi

cant beyond the .01 probability level, the Neuman-Keuls 

post-hoc test revealed differences only between the mean for 

the 100 milliseconds ISI, which was 29^ milliseconds, and 

those for ISls of 200, 400, and 800 milliseconds, which 

were respectively 261, 268, and 262 milliseconds. 

The graph is intended to illustrate the effects. It is., 
acknowledged that the conditions illustrated are 
discrete. 
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Figure 5. Graphic illustration of the SRC effect and the 
separation of fast and slow speed groups on both RT^ and RTg• 



The percentage of variance in RT^ accounted for by the 

factor of ISI was found to be 2c/o. Figure 6 on page 63 

graphically respresents the effect of ISI on rt^ and RTg • 

Speed Classification 

Table 5 reveals that fast and slow speed groups, based 

on the composite reaction time measures from Day 2, remained 

fast and slow as groups on RT2 • This finding was supported 

by the F value for the factor of speed, which was 11.77785. 

For 1 and 22 (if this statistic was significant at the .01 

probability level. Since speed did not interact with any 

other factors, it can be deduced that the two groups main

tained their relative positions within all conditions. The 

overall mean values for the fast and slow groups were respec

tively 250 and 292 milliseconds. These data, in contrast 

to Hypothesis k, indicate that a difference does exist in 

reaction time to a stimulus signaling the amendment, of one 

response and the initiation ol' another one between those 

individuals grouped as fast and slow responders in a single, 

simple reaction time task situation. Oiuega Square was 

calculated for the factor of speed ana found to account 

lor 5% of the total variance in RTg. Figures 5, 6, and 7, 

which respectively illustrate the main effects of SRC, 

ISI» and days, also include illustrations pertaining to 

last and slow groups across these conditions. 
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pay Effect 

Since each oi' the last three sessions was run on 

different days, this effect was examined via the analysis 

of variance. An F value of 22.2129 was found for this 

factor which, for 2 and 44 (if, is significant at the 

.01 probability level. The Neuman-Keuls test was performed 

on the overall means for Days 3, 4, and 5, which were respec

tively 286, 268, and 260 milliseconds. The mean of Day 3 

was found to be significantly slower than the mean of Day 4 

at the .01 level, while the mean of Day 4 was found to be 

significantly slower than the mean of Day 5, at the .05 

level. This finding suggesteu that learning had taken 

place on each of the last three days. However, the per

centage of variance in RT0 accounted for by this factor was 

only 1CJ0. Figure 7, on page 64, graphs the day effect 011 

RTa and RT2 l°r fast and slow groups. 

Interaction of SRC and ISI 

The analysis of variance revealed a significant inter

action between the factors of SRC and ISI. The F value 

for this effect was 19.6995 which, for 9 and 198 df, was 

significant at the .01 probability level. This interaction 

indicated that all conditions of SRC did not follow a simi

lar pattern over the lSls. Figure 8, on page 66, illustrates 

that the form of the curves in the SS and SC conditions 
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were similar, as were those in the CS and CC conditions. 

However, the latter pair, in which the complex condition 

occurred first, appeared to differ from the former pair, 

in which the simple response was first. The CS and CC 

conditions showed a decrease in RTQ when Sg occurred at 

200 milliseconds, as compared when it occurred at 100 

milliseconds, but when S2 occurred at 400 milliseconds, 

liTg showed an inversion and reverted back to its isi 

of 100 milliseconds level. In conti'ast, SRC conditions 

SC and SS appeared to show a declining RTr> with increasing 

ISI, until the 800 milliseconds interval, at which time RT2 

increased. The Neuman-Keuls test for the simple effects 

of the SRC-1SI interaction revealed the following,: (a) for 

the SRC of SS, RT2 decreased progressively from the ISI 

of 100 milliseconds to the ISI of 200 milliseconds, and 

from the ISI of 200 milliseconds to the ISI of 400 milli

seconds, but increased at tiie 800 milliseconds ISI to 

become longer than the 400 milliseconds ISI, and comparable 

to that RTg the 200 milliseconds ISI, (b) for the SRC 

of SC, RT2 
was longest for the 100 milliseconds ISI, 

equivalent for the 200 and 400 milliseconds ISIs, and 

longer for the 800 milliseconds ISI than the 200 or 400 

milliseconds ISI, (c) for CS, RT2 
was equivalent at the 

100 and 400 milliseconds ISIs, and 200 and 800 milliseconds 
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ISIs, but the former pair had RT2s which were both longer 

than those of the latter pair, and (d) for the CC SRC, 

RT,, was equivalent at the 100 and '*00 milliseconds ISIs, 

and progressively shorter at the 200 anu 800 milliseconds 

ISIs. Additionally, Figure 8, on page 66, graphically 

illustrates tlie effect of each interval on RT2 for each 

SRC condition. On the other hand, Figure 9, on page 69, 

demonstrates the effect of SRC conditions on RT2 at each 

ISI level. 

From both figures and the Neuman-Keuls tests, it was 

clearly evident that the effect of SRC was a much wore 

influential determiner of RT2 than was ISI. The percentage 

of variance in RT2 accounted for by the SRC-ISI interaction 

was found to be 2/o . 

Interaction of Days with ISI 

Over the three days in which data were generated, the 

patterns of decreasing RT2 at each ISI were different. As 

illustrated in Figure 10, on page 70, and supported by a 

Neuman-Keuls test, the largest decrease in RT2 occurred at 

the 800 milliseconds ISI. Significant decreases in RTg 

took place at this interval, from J)ay 3 to ])ay 4 and from 

Day k to Day 5 • However, RT2 at other ISIs snowed less 

dramatic decreases. At the 100 and 200 milliseconds inter

vals, R1'2 decreased from Day 3 to Day but Day 5 values 
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were equivalent to those of Day 4 . RTg at the 400 milli

seconds ISI rewaineti statistically equivalent over all the 

days, although it seemed to have a decreasing trend from 

Day 3 to Day 4. 

Figure 11, on page 72, illustrates daily times for KT2 

at each ISI. The Neuman-Keuls post-hoc test revealed the 

following: (a) for Day 3, rt2 decreased from the 100 

milliseconds ISI to the 200 and 400 milliseconds ISls, 

where it was equivalent, and then it increased at the 

800 milliseconds ISI, (b) for Day , RT2 decreased l'roiu the 

100 milliseconds ISI to the 200, 400, ana 800 milliseconds 

ISIs, where it was equivalent, and (c) for Day 5, RT2 

decreased from the 100 Milliseconds ISI to the 200 ana 

400 williseconus ISIs, where it was equivalent, and then 

decreased at the 800 milliseconds ISI. Thus, it seemed 

that the dramatic decrease in RT0 at the 800 milliseconds 

ISI, over the three day period, was primarily responsible 

for the lSI-oays interaction. This was anticipated, since 

subjects probably learned to perform the complex response 

task, each day, with less extraneous movement, and thus, 

by Day 5» were entirely through with it when S2 occurred. 

However, when Omega Square was calculated for this inter

action effect, it was found to account for only .5°/o of the 

variance of RT2 i" the entire experiment. 
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Interaction of Days and SItC 

Figure 12, on page 7^4 , illustrates the days-SUC 

interaction. The graph and Neuwan-Keuls test indicate 

that the CC condition showed the greatest decrease in UT£ 

over all three days. For this condition, Day 4 was faster-

than Day 3> and Day 5 faster than Day 4. Conditions SS 

and SC showed decreasing li'fgS only between Day 3 and Day li, 

while condition CS showed 110 improvement at all. The 

percentage of variance of RTg accounted for by this inter

action was 

Interaction of pays, SRC, and ISI 

The final significant finding from this experiment 

was the triple interaction among days, SItC, and ISI. 

Figures 13, l'i, and 15, 011 pages 75 and 76, illustrate the 

changing pattern of the CS condition as UTg decreases at 

the 800 milliseconds ISI from Day 3 to Day 4. Figures 14 

and 15 show that the patterns of all conditions on Days k 

anu 5 are similar to those represented by the SliC-lSI 

interaction in Figure 8, on page 66. This suggested that 

the interaction among these factors was primarily a result 

of the decrease in RTg» *n the CS condition at the 800 

milliseconds ISI, between Days 3 and k. The percentage 

of variance of liTg accounted for by this effect was .5%. 
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Variance Accounted For 

Table 6 provides the collated Omega square values for 

all significant sources of variation in the experiment. 

Obtained values indicate that SRC was unquestionably tiie 

most important factor in determining iiTg because it ac

counted for 57/0 of its observed variance. When all orthog

onal effects in the experiment were considered cumulatively, 

experimental factors accounted for 68.4% of the total 

variation in KT^• 

Table b 

Experimental Variance 

Source Omega square 

C 
A 
I 
CI 
1) 
DI 

57 .0$ 

DCI 
DC 

5 .0% 
2.0% 
2.0% 
1.0% 
.5% 
.5% 
Mjo 

Total 6 8.4% 

Note. C=SitC, A=speed, I = ISI, D=days. 



Discussion 

The results of this study were in accord with the 

deductions generated from Henry's (i960) "memory drum" 

theory of neuromotor reactions. The time taken to amend 

one response and implement another one was increased when 

the initial movement task was complex. In addition, 

given similar responses for the first task, RT<> was longer 

when the second response required the more complex move

ment. When the effects of both successive responses were 

compared in terms of their relative influence on l lT 2 ,  it 

appeared that amending the first movement was more im

portant than preparing for and initiating the subsequent 

luovemen t. 

in addition to supporting the deductions from Henry's 

theory, the pattern of delays in RT2 resulting from the SKC 

1SI interaction seem to offer some insight into the under

lying processes involved in initiating and ameriuing 

neuromotor programs. For example, excluding the 800 

milliseconds interval, the SC and SS conditions appeared 

to follow a trend of decreasing HlgS with increasing ISls, 

while the CS and CC conditions showed an inversion in this 

pattern at the 400 milliseconds interval. A possible expla 

nation for this disparity in tfends may be offered in terms 

the number of processes required in each pair of conditions 



prior to the initiation of the second movement. When S2 

occurred at the 400 milliseconds ISI, subjects in those 

tasks having an initial simple response could immediately 

begin to organize and implement the successive movement 

since the i'irst oxie had been completed. However, when Sg 

signaled at the 400 milliseconds ISI, for those tasks having 

a complex initial response, movement was still ongoing, and 

probably only about a third of the way finished. Thus, in 

addition to having to organize and implement a subsequent 

program, an inhibitory response had to first be prepared 

to arrest the ongoing one. iience, RT0 was incremented by 

this additional processing time, which amounted to about an 

average of 170 milliseconds between pairs of conditions. 

By similar reasoning, an explanation for the inflated 

KT2
s the 400 milliseconds ISI, in contrast to the 200 

milliseconds ISI within tasks with an initial complex 

response, may be suggested. However, in such a comparison 

of RTgS at these lSls, the number of processes between 

the signaling of S,-, and the initiation of the successive 

response would not seem to differ in that, at both intervals 

an inhibitory program would be required to stop the first 

response. Rather, the quality of each program is at issue. 

Considering that the initial reaction times for the CC and 

CS conditions were 198 and 194 milliseconds respectively, 



while the total movement time was approximately 552 milli

seconds (Henry, i960), when S2 occurred at the ^00 milli

seconds interval, the overt response would have already 

been ongoing for between 202 and 206 milliseconds. It 

seems likely that by this time, subjects would have already 

struck the first tennis ball with the back of their hand 

and begun the series of linear movements and reversals 

necessary to complete the task. However, the occurence of 

Sg signaled subjects to arrest their initial response as 

quickly as possible, and begin the next one. According to 

Hick (19^8) this would require the nervous system to assess 

the present limb position, determine its direction, and 

project its future pattern so that the appropriate response 

units, i.e., simple movements, effected by a muscle, or 

group of muscles, represented centrally in the brain 

(Glencross, 1973), way be selected, temporally organized, 

and subsequently initiated as a motor program that will 

activate the proper antagonists. Considering that a reac

tion time would be required for this assessment and pro

gramming, the limb would have continued to move through 

the originally planned response, and begun to enter its 

final stages when the inhibitory program was implemented. 

In the complex movement this entailed grasping the ball 

and pulling it down. l.u relation to the rest of the task 

this action would seem to require the finest control, in 
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that spatial and temporal demands tor grasping would appear 

to be more stringent than i'or the grosser movements of 

swinging the arm through the specified pattern. ilence, the 

inhibitory motor program for arresting movement at its 

point of greatest complexity was probably reflected by the 

increased HTgS at the 'iOO milliseconds isi. In comparison, 

the amending program for S2 
at the 200 milliseconds ISI 

would have been relatively uninvolved. At this point in 

the initial complex response, subjects could have only 

been starting their response. since the initiation of an 

inhibitory program would have occurred a reaction time 

later, it probably was organized to amend a lixiear move

ment or change of direction in the ongoing response. 

Glencross1 (i972;1973) results indicated that neither of 

these response characteristics greatly affect response 

latency, and thus it may be presumed that the assembling, 

organizing, and implementing of an .inhibitory program was 

relatively expeditious, and thus, reflected by the shorter 

RTgS at the 200 milliseconds ISI. 

The import of this analysis of amending ongoing re

sponses would seem to be significant in that not only are 

complexity differences recognized between programmed move

ments, but also within them, nenry (i960) recognized that 

the position of complexity within a programmed response might 



have a bearing on its associated response latency. The 

present study seems inadvertently to support such a con

tention. Ilence, it would seem that simple reaction time, 

as a criterion ior the complexity level ol' a programmed 

movement, may not reflect the complexity of the entire 

response, but rather the placement of the most highly 

organized response units. 

Finally, the finding that individuals grouped into 

different categories of speed, based 011 single measures 

of reaction time generated during Day 1 and Day 2, main

tained their relative positions across all SKCs, all ISls, 

and on all days when KTgS were compared was diametrically 

opposed to Kroll's (1^69) results. Subsequent inspection 

of initial paired reaction times for each group resulted 

in a similar finding. In contrast to Kroll's conclusions, 

this would seem to indicate a general speed factor in mak

ing fast, consecutive responses. A possible, although not 

probable, explanation foi this discrepancy in results may 

be offered in terms of learning. Kroll allowed four days 

of practice in the single situation, and six days in the 

dual one. Additionally, SKC was not a factor in his study, 

tiius, each subject had more practice time on the SS SJIC, 

which was used exclusively. The overall trend in the 

present study was for the two groups to merge from Day 3 



to l)ay 5. However, even at Day 5 the two groups differed 

substantially. Subsequent research investigating the 

differing KTg patterns between fast and slow groups over 

an extended time period would seem to be needed to ade

quately resolve these conflicting conclusions. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

This investigation examined the effects of the sequence 

of response complexity (.SRC) , interstimulus interval 

(ISI), and the subject speed classification based on reac

tion time in a single response situation, 011 the variation 

in reaction time to the second of two successive responses. 

The following hypotheses were posed for this study: 

Hypothesis 1. The reaction time to a stimulus sig

naling the amendment of a complex motor plan and the 

initiation of a simple one is longer than the reaction 

time to a stimulus signaling the amenument of a simple 

motor plan and the initiation of a simple one. 

Hypothesis 2. The reaction time to a stimulus sig

naling the amendment of a simple motor plan and the initi

ation of a complex one is longer than the reaction time to 

a stimulus signaling the amendment of a simple motor plan 

and the initiation of a simple one. 

Hypothesis 3. The reaction time to a stimulus sig

naling the amendment of one motor plan and the initiation 

of another one increases as the ISI decreases from ^00 

milliseconds to 200 milliseconds, and from 200 millisec

onds to iOO milliseconus. 



Hypothesis h. Mo difference exists in reaction time 

to a stimulus signaling the amendment of one response and 

initiation of another one between those individuals grouped 

as fast and slow responaers in a single, simple reaction 

time task. 

Procedures 

Measures of reaction time on single and sequential 

response tasks viere generated from 2li, female, right-

handed volunteers from the University of North Carolina 

at Greensboro during the fall semester of 197^. Subjects 

were required to attend sessions on five different days. 

During Day 1 and Day 2, each subject was administered 

50 simple, and 50 complex response reaction time trials 

with each hand. The simple response consisted of lifting 

an index finger off of a reaction time key. The complex 

response required a series of linear movements and rever

sals. Both were initiated by the sound of a stimulus 

buzzer, and performed as quickly as possible. 

On Days 5 to 5 each subject was asked to perform 

four different blocks of trials having different sequences 

of response complexity utilizing the tasks practiced on 

the first two days. The sequences included: (a) executing 

a simple response following a simple response (SS), 

(*») executing a complex response following a simple 

response (SC), (c) executing a simple response following 
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a complex response (CS), and (d) executing a complex 

response following a complex response (CC). 

Data for Days 1 and 2 consisted of mean reaction 

times for each subject, on each task, for each day. 

Data for Days 3 to 5 were similarly composed of means for 

each subject, on each day, for the initial and succes

sive responses in each of the four different tasks. 

Findings 

A multivariate analysis of variance was performed on 

right-handed, simple and complex response reaction times 

for all subjects over the first two days. A significant 

F ratio was found indicating that Day 2 scores were sig

nificantly faster than Day 1 scores. Complex response 

reaction time was also found to be a better discriminator 

between day times, than was simple response reaction time. 

On the basis of Day 2 scores for complex response 

reaction time, the 24 subjects were divided into two 

groups of 12, with one being relatively fast on this var

iable in relation to the other. 

A discriminant analysis was then calculated using 

both simple and complex response reaction times of Day 2 

as group predictor variables. The findings, based on the 

generalized squared distance to each group's mean composite 

variable, resulted in all subjects having been classified 

correctly. 



An analysis of variance for repeated measures was 

performed to test the effects of SRC, ISI, speed classi

fication, and days on UT,^. The analysis revealed that 

SliC was the most important determiner of RT2• Post-hoc 

tests among means for each SRC level, across all conditions, 

showed that IIT2 v,'as significantly longer when the complex 

response was first in the sequence. Similarly, RT^ re

flected the complexity level of the second response, hut 

to a lesser degree. Baseu 011 these findings,Hypotheses 

1 and 2 were accepteu. 

The factor of ISI accounted for only 2% of the ex

plained variance in RT^« ln addition, pcst-lioc tests 

revealed that when 1S1 was considered in relation to RTg» 

times were elongated only at the 100 milliseconds interval. 

On this basis, Hypothesis 3 was rejected. 

Classification of subjects into fast and slow groups 

helped to explain 5% of the variance of RT9. Each group 

was found to remain intact across all experimental condi

tions; thus Hypothesis k was rejected. 

In addition, a significant interaction was found to 

exist between the factors of ISI and SRC. This was unan

ticipated, but indicated that the effect of SRC determines 

to a large extent, the effect that ISI will have 011 IlTg • 

Finally, the day effect, the day-SRC interaction, the 

day-ISl interaction, and the uay-SRC-ISI interaction, all 
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indicated that HTg decreased as the experiment progressed 

from Day 3 to Day 5> with greatest improvement occurring 

between Day 3 and Day k . 

Conclusions 

Within the limitations of this study, the following 

conclusions seem justified: 

1. The reaction time to a stimulus signaling the 

amendment of a complex motor plan and the initiation of a 

simple one is longer than the reaction time to a stimulus 

signaling the amendment of a simple motor plan and the 

initiation of a simple one. 

2. The reaction time to a stimulus signaling the 

amendment of a simple motor plan and the initiation of a 

complex one is longer than the reaction time to a stimulus 

signaling the amendment of a simple motor plan anu the 

initiation of a simple one. 

3. The sequence of response complexity was more impor

tant in determining RTg than was the interstimulus interval. 

b. The initial response determined rtq to a greater 

extent than the successive one. 

5. The reaction time to a stimulus signaling the 

amendment of one motor plan and the initiation of another 

one decreases from an 1S1 of 100 milliseconds to an ISI of 

200 milliseconds. 
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6. individuals classified as fast and slow responders 

in a single, simple reaction time task situation remain 

fast and slow in reaction time to a stimulus signaling 

the amendment of one response and the initiation of another 

one over a sequence of trials and days. 

7. Reaction time in a single task situation, and in 

one requiring fast, consecutive responses to closely 

paired stimuli, decreases with practice. 

Recommendations 

The present investigation led to the following 

recommendations for future study; 

1. Measure the time interval between deceleration 

of the first response and initiation of the second one in 

order to quantify the relative importance of each as 

determiners of llTg • 

2. Divide subjects into fast and slow responders 

based on reaction time in a single task situation, and 

examine each group's decreasing RT2S over an extended, 

period. 

3. Study the effect of response selection on RTD by 

changing the experimental set-up so that each of the two 

responses must be selected from a pool of other possible 

ones. 

k. Usin^, three successive responses, each initiated 

by a separate stimulus event, determine the relative 

magnitudes of ltT^ , li'fg ailli RTj. 
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5. Determine the spatial position of the limb per

forming the initial response at the time SQ occurs through 

the use of a photographic method. 

b. iieplicate this study controlling i'or the degree 

of hand dominance in addition to hand preference. 
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INSTRUCTIONS - DAY 1 

This experiment will require live sessions, each 
lasting approximately 30--'i0 minutes. It is essential that 
you schedule these sessions as close together as possible, 
i.e«i consecutive clays would be preferable. 

During the first two sessions you will be asked to do 
two tasb-s, with each hand. one task will require the lift
ing of your inuex linger off of a reaction time key at the 
sound of a buzzer. The second task will require the lilt
ing of your index finger off of a reaction key, and a sub
sequent movement routine requiring a series of linear 
movements and reversals. At each movement reversal a 
switch is located that must be closed by you in order to 
obtain movement times at the various locations. Success at 
this task will be determined by quickness in initiating 
the movement, and once started, quickness in completion of 
the movement. 1 will demonstrate how this may be done in 
a moment. 

The last three sessions will require you to combine 
combinations of these two responses in close temporal 
sequences, using alternate hands. A more detailed des
cription of this part of the experiment will be given to 
you during the third session. 

1 will now demonstrate the two responses that you 
will be asked to perform. 

Do you have any questions'/ 
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INSTRUCTIONS - DAY 3 

This is an experiment to determine your reaction 
and movement speeds under various task conditions. There 
will be four separate tasks which you will be askeu to 
periorm within each daily session. All trials, within a 
particular task condition will commence when the red warn
ing light comes on. In order to be prepared to make your 
responses, you should have your left and right hands press
ing the appropriate reaction time keys during this period. 
A variable interval will follow the red warning light's 
initiation, and then two buzzes will follow one another at 
variable intervals. In response to the first buzz you will 
be asked to make a particular response with your left hand, 
while the second buzz will require a response from your 
right hand. Often, the second buzz will occur too soon 
after the first to allow either the initiation or completion 
of the initial, left-handed response. In this event you 
are asked to curtail your first response and immediately 
begin the implementation of the second one. in all trials 
the second task should be completed. The degree of success 
of the curtailed first task will be determined by the 
speed from which you initiate your response, and by the 
number of switches you successfully close. Frequently, the 
entire first response may be completed before the second 
buzz sounds. 

By previous research, and an earlier pilot study with 
this equipment, it has been found that some subjects iiave 
a tendency to respond witli both hands to the first stimu
lus. It is emphasized that each hand's response shouiu 
be performed as quickly as possible, only to the appropriate 
buzzer, i.e., the left hand responds to the firat buzz, and 
the right hand to the second. Iience, while performing the 
tasks, pay particular attention to the independence of 
responses with each hand! 

The simple task will simply require the lifting of 
your finger from the key at the sound of the buzzer. 

The complex task will require you to move your hand 
from the appropriate key, hit a tennis ball directly in 
front of the key with the back of the same hand, closing 
a switch attached to the supporting string, reversing 
direction to hit another reaction time key on the base
board, and reversing direction again, moving forwara and 
upward to grasp and pull down a second tennis ball, closing 
another switch. 

Each task will have different combinations of these 
two responses. 

Are there any questions? 
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SAMPLE DATA SHEET-DAY 3, DAY 4, AND DAY 5 
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Subject 

Subject Debriefing 

The experiment in which you have just taken part deals 
witii your capacity to amend a movement onco begun in f a v o r  
of one that follows in very close temporal succession. 
During the last three sessions the second stimulus buzzer 
followed the first one at random intervals of between i/iO 
and b/lO of a second. Tbe response latencies of the first 
and second responses were recorded, and will be analyzed 
subsequently. briefly, an increased response latency to 
the second response, above that of a normal reaction Uwo 
to that task alone (Sessions i and 2) has been observed 
when the second stimulus buzzer occurs during tho reaction 
time period to the first stimulus (the reaction time period 
to the first stimulus is the interval between the tame you 
heard the first buzzer, and the beginning of your first 
resoonse). One hypothesis that attempts to explain this 
phenomenon likens the brain to a single-channel decision 
processor, i.e., a computer that can deal with only one 
piece of stimulus or response infox'mation at a time, ana 
will hold additional new information, such as the second 
buzzer, in limbo until it iias finished dealing with the 
first bit of information. Other theories have been posited 
hypothesizing that the observed increased latency to the 
second response is duo to an expectancy or preparatory 
state of the subject, i.e., tiie subject does not expect the 
second stimulus so soon after the first and thus, is not 
ready to respond even though, if the subject was ready, a 
response equivalent to one that is separate could be made. 
Another theory proposes that perception takes place in 
quantums, i.e., a sample is taken, and a period exists in 
which no other sampling can take place, then a perceptual 
gate opens and another sample taken. liopofully, the data 
accumulated from you will aid in resolving which of tiie 
above hypotheses fits the results of the oxpcrimcnt best. 

Unfortunately, at this time only the simple reaction 
times to each of tiie tasks that you performed during tho 
first two sessions are available. In order for you to 
obtain some information about your own performance, mean 
values for each of your hands on each of tho tasks arc 
given below. 

Mean liT-Iligbt Hand 
Simple Key Release 

Mean itT-Loft Hand 
Simple Key Release 

Mean liT-llight Hanu 
Complex Movement 

Mean Kf-Left iiand 
Complex Movement 
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Subject Debriefing—Continued 

For your comparison, the mean reaction time to sound, 
for a simple key lift response, is approximately 140 milli
seconds. In an earlier experiment, that used the same 
complex movement, reaction time was 219 milliseconds. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

Donald S. Siegel 
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APPENDIX B 
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Table 7 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

Dilferences Between Levels of SRC 

Critical values 
.05 . .01 

CC CS SC SS 

cc - 40** 132** 170** ------ 25.11 

CS - 92** " 130** ------ 23.36 

SC - 38** 20.52 

SS 

**p<^01 

Table 8 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

Differences Between Levels of 1SI 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

100 400 800 200 

100 - 26** 32** 33**  - - - - - -  1 5 . 2 3  
v. 

400 - " - 7 - 11.25 - 14.17 
>»» 

800 - " 1 9.37 - 12.45 

200 

**p^.01 
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Table 9 

Newuian-Keuls Test: 

Diflerences Between Days 

Critical Values 
.05 .01 

Day 3 Day k Day 5 

Day 3 - 18**^ 26** ------- 12.19 

Day 4 - 8* - - - 7.98 - 10.66 

Day 5 

*P<.05 

**P<0i 
Table 10 

Newwan-Keuls Test: 

SRC at ISI 100 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

CC CS SC SS 

CC - 51** 127** 162** ------ 29:26 
«s» 

CS - "76**^ 111** — 27.22 

SC - 35** 23.91 

SS 

**£<^01 
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Table 11 

Neuman-Keuls Test; 

SRC at ISI 200 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

CC CS SC SS 

CC - 44** 129** 165** ------ 29.26 

CS - 91** " 121** - - - - 27.22 

SC " v 36** 23.91 

SS 

**£<<01 

Table 12 

Newiuan-Keuls Test: 

SRC at ISI 'iOO 

Critical Values 
.05 .01 

CC CS SC SS 

CC - 36** 166** 209** ------ 29.26 
 ̂ -s. 

CS - "130** " -173** — 27.22 

SC - " "43** 23.91 

SS 

**£<V0i 
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Table 13 

Newman Keuls Test: 

SltC at 1S1 800 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

CC CS SC SS 

CC - 26** 95** 143** 29.26 

CS - 69**" ** 117** ------- 27.22 

S C  -  4 8 * *  - - - - - -  23.9 1  

SS 

**£^<01 

Table 14 

Newman Keuls Test: 

ISls at SliC SS 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

100 800 200 400 

100 - 32** 35** 55** ------ 20.93 
«s» 

"N. 

800 - 3^ ** 23** - 15.62 - 19.53 
•v. 

200 - "" ^20** - - 17.21 

400 

**£<V0i 
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Table 15 

Newiuan-Keuls Test: 

ISis at SUC SC 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

100 S00 200 400 

100 - 19** 40** 47** ------ 20.93 

800 - " 21** " 2b** ------ 19.53 
•»» 

200 - 7 - 13-02 

400 

**£^.01 

Table 16 

Newiuan-Keuls Test: 

ISls at SRC CS 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

400 100 200 800 

400 - 7_ 32** 33** ------ 20.93 

100 - "25**" ** 26** 19.53 

2 0 0  -  " l  -  1 3 . 0 2  

800 

**£<"•01 
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Table 17 

Newmaii-Keuls Test: 

ISis at SitC CC 

100 

100 

400 

200 

800 

Table 18 

Newiaan-Keuls 1'est: 

Days at ISI 100 

Critical Values 
.05 -01 

Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

18** 29** -------- 16.75 

- 11 11.08 14.75 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

400 200 800 

8 32** 51** 20.93 

24** " 2b** ------ 19,53 

" 19** - 13.02 17.21 

Day 3 

Day 4 

Day 5 

**£̂ *.01 
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Table 19 

Newmati-Keuls Test: 

Days at ISI 200 

Day 3 

Day 3 

Day 'i-jjay 5 

Day k-Day 5 

12 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

13.32 

Table 20 

Newman-Keuls Test; 

Days at ISI 400 

Day 3 

Day 3 

Day 4-Day 5 

10 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

13.32 

Day k-Day 5 
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Table 21 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

Days at ISI 800 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

D a y  3  -  3^** 50** ------- 16.75 

Day ^ *" -16* - - H.08 - 14.75 

Day 5 

*£<• 05 

**£<.01 

Table 22 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

ISis at Day 3 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

100 800 400 200 

100 _ 20** 35** 41** 19.03 
«s. 

800 - " 15*. *" 21** ----- - - 17.72 

400 - ** 6 - 11.83 - 15.62 

200 

*£<05 

**£<01 
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Table 23 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

ISIs at Day 4 

Critical Values 
.05 .01 

100 400 200 800 

100 - 27** 35** 36** 19.03 

" - „ 
400 - ^ -8 9 14.19 

200 - 1 11.83 

800 

** £<.01 

Table 24 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

ISIs at Day 5 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

100 400 200 800 

100 - 15*.. 23** 41** 19.03 
"s» 

400 - "8„ 26** 17.72 
•w. 

200 - 18** 11.83 - - 15.62 

800 

*£<.05 

**£̂ ".01 
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Table 25 

Neuman-Keuls Test: 

SRCs at Day 3 

Critical Values 
.05 .01 

CC CS SC SS 

CC - 64** 143** 186** ----- 30.94 

CS - 79** M22** 28.89 

SC - "" 43** 25.41 

SS 

**£<.01 

Table 26 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

SRCs at Day 4 

Critical Values 
.05 .01 

CC CS SC SS 

CC - 37** 129** 168** 30.94 

CS - 92**^ ̂  146** - 28.89 

SC - " 39** - 25.41 

SS 

**£<101 
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*-* £<: oi 

Table 27 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

SRCs at Day 5 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

CC CS SC SS 

CC - 18 120** 155** 30.94 

" " 

CS - 102** "137** 28.89 

SC - " 35** - - 19.19 - - 25.41 

SS 

Table 28 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

SRC SS Over Days 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

Day 3 - 15*^. 19* 17-37 21.71 

Day 4 - ** 4 14.48 19.13 

Day 5 

*£<.05 
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Table 29 

Newman-Keuls Test: 

SHC SC Over Days 

Critical Values 
ni .05 .01 

Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

Day 3 - 19*. 27** 21.71 
»»» 

Day 4 - "* 8 14.48 - iy.13 

Day 5 

*£<•05 

**£<.01 

Table 30 

Newman-Keu.ls Test: 

SHC CS Over Days 

Day 3 

Day 4 

Day 5 

Day 3 Day 4 

4 . 

Day 5 

6 

2 

Critical values 
.05 .01 

17.37 

14 .48 
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Table 31 

Newinan-Keuls Test: 

SIIC CC Over Days 

Critical values 
.05. .01 

Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

Day 3 - 33** 50** 21.71 

Day 4 - 17* 14.48 - 19.13 

Day 5 

*£<•05 

**£<£01 
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Table 32 

Haw Data for Day 1 and Day 2 

Day 1 

Simple Simple Complex Complex 
Right Left Right Left 

Mean 153 153 219 224 

SD 25 24 30 3^ 

Day 2 

Mean 141 138 195 202 

SD 29 28 31 34 
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Table 33 

Haw Data; rt.^ 

Group Means 

Group SRC 1SI 100 200 400 800 

Day 3 

Fast SS 128 134 131 141 
SC 145 144 145 142 
CS 184 178 186 187 
CC 188 180 185 190 

Slow SS 166 163 166 171 
SC 179 193 203 198 
CS 223 220 231 2 36 
CC 233 233 228 232 

Day 4 

Fast SS 117 118 122 113 
SC 131 131 135 136 
CS 167 168 161 164 
CC 173 168 169 174 

Slow SS 143 141 153 155 
SC 162 169 166 172 
CS 208 203 213 216 
CC 222 229 220 221 
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Table 33—Continued 

Group SRC ISI 100 200 400 800 

Day 5 

Fast SS 109 111 115 116 
SC 127 124 .12 3 126 
CS 158 104 173 170 
cc 173 166 166 169 

Slow SS 13a 143 141 1?5 
SC 150 158 155 161 
CS 213 207 205 212 
CC 208 208 207 212 

Note. Data are in milliseconds. 
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Table 34 

Haw Datar RT« 

Group Means 

Group SRC ISI 100 200 400 800 

Day 3 

Fast ss 207 169 152 191 
sc 23'i 192 184 219 
cs 324 283 313 299 
cc 378 355 365 337 

Slow ss 239 203 198 225 
sc 302 246 252 299 
cs 3 41 304 337 361 
cc 451 403 396 391 

Day 4 

Fast SS 201 171 143 160 
SC 226 186 1?7 197 
CS 306 291 306 270 
cc 339 315 3^7 291 

Slow ss 233 lb7 170 200 
sc 273 230 229 255 
CS 3^9 320 358 315 
cc 412 357 390 362 
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Table 34—Continued 

Group SRC IS! 100 200 400 800 

Day 5 

Fast SS 193 174 145 161 
SC 219 iyi 172 191 
CS 313 303 339 258 
CC 314 304 339 273 

Slow SS 229 189 164 174 
SC 261 226 212 237 
CS 336 316 355 307 
CC 383 351 390 316 

Note. Data are in milliseconds. 


